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ABSTRACT-Our research goal is to make the world smarter in day to day life. Nowadays, everything in the world is getting
smarter i.e. for ex: smart phone, smart TV etc. Our project is mainly based on this concept, nothing but an interactive smart glass.
It implies several constraints. First, conversion of image to text and produces output by voice. Second, Object recognition by using
IR rays. Third, Enhancement of old documentand detect the content present in it. Fourth, Recognition of ancient or hand written
text content in the document. Fifth, Navigating the location to the user by GPS mode and displaying it on the screen. All the above
constraint can be fulfilled by using Text detection, Enhancement process, Object recognition method embedded in normal glass
with android functionality. And Hence, we all this glass as an Interactive Smart Glass where User can interact with it by providing
input to it.
Keywords:Image Segmentation, Optical character recognition(OCR), Text detection, Object recognition, Thresholding.

I. INTRODUCTION

III. MECHANISM

Today, there are about 2-3% people of world population are
blind and low vision paired people. We all know that blind
people have own script language known as Braille language,
which is slightly complex to learn. If a person has low vision
or who loses his eye sight due to some accident might feel
bit difficult to learn the Braille language. So in order to
overcome difficulties faced by thisspecial people we have
researched and proposed a model known as an Interactive
Smart Glass, where user can read the document by capturing
the image and detecting the text content in it and output is
produced through speech to the user. Secondly,User can also
recognize the object present in front of camera(which is
present in smart glass) by IR rays for about 5m distance.
This smart glass can be used by even normal people, as it
helps in navigating the location to the user through GPS and
display it on the glass screen.And it helps in enhancing the
old document and detecting the content present in it. And
also detect the ancient or handwritten text present in the
document through text detection process and produces the
output as speech to the user. For processing all this we are
using android function and RAM for this. And we also use
image segmentation, object recognition, text detection
method which will be embedded in android environment.

In order to implement the above proposed work, we need to
follow some methods. The methods are as follow:
Document Enhancement
Here, we concentrate on enhancing the old document and
detecting the content present in it. We capture or upload the
image which we need to enhance and the image is being
processed for enhancing. After a few second, image will be
enhanced, which will be better version of previous. After the
enhancement process is completed, Text detection and
image segmentation will be applied to it. And then content
present is detected in it by the method and give the output
through voice to the user. During the enhancement process it
will undergo following step: De-bluring of the image,
Interpolation method, and applying adaptive threshold to
that image. All these methods are executed in android
application which is developed in android environment
.

II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY
Previously, for converting the digital image into text and
speech, we need to perform it by using MATLAB concept.
This concept is based on embedded system term which will
run on the computer system. Even for converting the text to
an image we were using Text to Speech synthesis. The
above methods take more processing time, so in order to
overcome this we are proposing Image to Text and Speech
conversion, which will be developed and embedded in
android platform which user friendly.

Fig3.1: Document Enhancement
Object Recognition
Here, we look on the recognition of the object by using
Infrared rays. The camera present in the smart g3la3s1s will
capture or scan the scene present infront of it. Through IR
rays it detects the object present in it. Infrared rays can
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travel up to some extent for about 5m distance. It will
recognize the object present and produce output through
voice to the user. There are few which will undergo during
object recognition. First, Alignment method. secondly,
invariants properties will be applied. And finally,
Decomposition of parts will be applied.All the methods are
done in android environment, where we use RAM of 1GB
and Quad-core processor for it.

will also be produced to the user. This feature will use
Global positioning system for navigating the location. And it
will be helpful for all people.

Fig3.3: Navigation

Fig3.2 (a): Object Recognition
The above picture depicts the object recognition. Here, an
image is captured and subjected to object recognition which
is being recognized by using IR rays. And IR rays detect the
object present in front of the camera.

Fig3.2 (b): The device used for object recognition using
IR rays.

Text to Speech Conversion
Here, we mainly concentrate on conversion of text to
speech. Firstly, we capture the image through a camera, and
then image is being pre-processed where it undergoes,
following method: Feature extraction, image segmentation,
edge detection, optical character recognition and Text
synthesis to speech. After undergoing all this process an
image containing text will be synthesized and produce the
output as speech to the user.By this it will be able to convert
the image to text and speech.And this feature will be more
helpful for low pair vision and Blind people to read the
books or a document.

Fig 3.4: Text to Speech Synthesis
In the above fig Text to Speech synthesis flow is shown.
Here, Text will be taken as input and it is analyzed and then
it is synthesized to speech.

Fig3.2(c): Flow diagram of Object recognition.
Navigation
Navigation means showing the direction. Here, the concept
of navigation is also applied in our model in order to
navigate the place by using WiFi and GPS mode. In this
feature if we give input to the smart glass through voice, it
will navigate us to the location. The navigation of the place
will be displayed on the screen of the glass and voice output

Fig 3.4(a): Text to Speech flow
3.5Text Detection
In this we mainly focus on Text Detection concept. This
method is also same as that of object recognition but here it
detects only text present in the image.
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to view the 2D image into 3D image in High Definition
mode.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have compiled research trends in an Interactive Smart
Glass using Google scholar‘s searched tool citation found
exciting. Here image segmentation, object recognition and
text detection feedback have received a lot of attention, and
hence further proceeding towards future enhancement of the
device which will be useful to society.
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